
DIGITAL IMAGING

DIGITAL STILL CAMERA

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

KEY FEATURES

3" Hybrid Touch Display 

Wi-Fi® Connectivity

14.2MP BSI CMOS Sensor

18x Zoom Lens

1080p Video

WB250F Samsung Smart Camera

SPECIFICATIONS 
- 14.2MP CMOS Sensor 
- Full HD Video 
- Movie 1080p/30p H.264

FEATURES 
Smart Camera features: 
 - Social Sharing 
 - AutoShare 
 - MobileLink 
	 -	Remote	Viewfinder 
 - Wi-Fi Connectivity 
 - AllShare™ Play 
 - Cloud Service (MS SkyDrive) 
 - PC Auto Backup 
 - Email Share 
	 -	S/W	Upgrade	Notifier 
 - Mini Log-In Browser 
2D Panorama 
Smart Auto 2.0 
Smart Mode 
Best Face  
Motion Photo 
Smart Face Recognition 
Lithium Ion Battery 
Compatible with Standard SD Card

NET DIMENSIONS (WxHxD) & WEIGHT 
- Dimensions: 4.18 x 2.43 x 0.85 in. 
- Weight: 0.41 lb.

UPC 
- 887276009735 - White 
- 887276010052 - Gunmetal 
- 887276009735 - Cobalt Black 
- 887276009728 - Red

DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY MEETS STATE-OF-THE-ART 
TECHNOLOGY.

Step up to a seriously advanced Smart Camera with the 
Samsung WB250F. The state-of-the-art features give 
you unprecedented power and control. Capture clear, 
detailed and realistic digital images courtesy of the 
14.2 megapixel CMOS sensor and the 18x Zoom Lens. 

Go from stunning stills to lifelike video, thanks to Full 
HD 1080p resolution. A 3" Hybrid Touch Display gives 
you at-a-touch menus and setting options. And the 
built-in Wi-Fi® connection means it’s easier than ever to 
show	off	and	share	your	shots.
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WB250F Samsung Smart Camera

SPECIFICATIONS

3" Hybrid Touch Display 
The	Hybrid	Touch	Display	offers	two	options:	use	the	5-way	
button to quickly move the cursor up, down, left and right to 
intuitively navigate the menu and make selections. Alternately, 
when you want to enter text – such as an email address – simply 
input the characters on the touch screen. Navigating controls 
and sharing images couldn’t be easier. 

14.2MP CMOS Sensor 
Capture properly exposed images in low-light situations with the 
CMOS sensor, which needs less light than conventional sensors. 
Use the Low light Shot to automatically select the best setting 
merging three continuous shots into one clear photo.

Full HD Video 
Capture 1920x1080 Full HD video with life-like color and 
extraordinarily sharp details. Shoot longer too – the camera’s 
H.264 format allows longer recording than a camera with MJPEG 
video does. When you’re done, you can watch your brilliant 
HD footage large as life on your HDTV.

 
FEATURES

Social Sharing 
Instantly post must-see images and videos to your favorite social 
networks. Just select and upload wherever you have a Wi-Fi 
connection, and then add tags and comments. Share with your 
Blogger™ followers, or post to Facebook® or YouTube™ – and 
many more social networks.

AutoShare 
Connect your Samsung Smart Camera to your Smartphone and 
activate AutoShare – and the pictures you take automatically get 
sent to your Smartphone.

MobileLink 
Permits the sharing of digital photographs and videos with 
select Android Phones. Just capture the photo using the Smart 
Cameras’ superior optics and then send images directly from 
your Samsung Smart Camera to any Android 2.2 or higher 
devices with the Samsung MobileLink App.

Remote	Viewfinder 
Control your camera – even from 30 feet away – by using your 
smartphone	as	the	Viewfinder.	Available	for	select	smartphones,	
the	Remote	Viewfinder	App	lets	you	preview	images,	adjust	the	
camera settings, zoom in and out, frame the scene, and tag the 
shot with the location – all from your phone, wirelessly. Take the 
perfect group shot every time, even when you’re in it. 

Wi-Fi® Connectivity 
Lets you connect your digital camera to a wireless network. 
Save photos and videos directly to a computer or cloud service 
while you shoot, email them print them wireless or upload them 
straight to Facebook® or YouTube™. You will never have to worry 
about losing a great shot, running out of storage or remembering 
to bring the correct cable along.

AllShare™ Play 
Samsung AllShare™ Play lets you and your family seamlessly 
share your content across your DLNA®-connected Samsung 
devices, without the need for a network, cables or a connecting 
device.

Cloud Service (MS SkyDrive) 
Cloud-based backup means you’ll never be at risk of losing your 
shots, even if your camera is lost or stolen. If you’re in Wi-Fi range, 
your Smart Camera can copy images to a Microsoft SkyDrive 
account, a feature that also lets you delete shots from your 
camera’s memory card to free up room for more pictures. Don’t 
remember what you shot? You can view pictures stored on the 
cloud services directly on your phone or tablet, or download a 
copy to your PC.

PC Auto Backup 
Save images to your computer in a snap. You can wirelessly 
transfer photos and movies to your PC – even if the computer is 
turned	off.	With	one	simple	setting,	the	camera	can	turn	on	any	
PC with Wake-on LAN functionality. When your images are saved, 
the camera can shut down the computer to save energy as well 
as your memories.

Email Share 
Wirelessly email content directly from the camera to anybody 
with an email account. You can also include a few words of your 
own along with the image.

S/W	Upgrade	Notifier 
Always have the latest upgraded software available with the 
software function.

2D Panorama 
Capture the sweeping beauty of a natural landscape or the 
grandeur of a vast skyline. The WB250F panoramic capabilities let 
you catch every detail on the horizon with the push of a button.
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Smart Auto 2.0 
Turns memories into professional-style results. Smart Auto 2.0 
(still and movie) analyzes key elements in the photograph and 
automatically	adjusts	its	16	photo	modes	and	4	movie	modes	to	
take the best shot.

Smart Mode 
Stop	being	jealous	of	the	pros	with	their	big	cameras,	and	start	
taking great shots. A quick tap of Smart Mode and you’re set with 
various special modes. Capture perfect trails of light at night on a 
busy intersection full of red taillights or instantly capture a high-
speed scene with Action Freeze.

Best Face 
Missed it! With the Best Face feature that won’t happen again. 
Use it to travel back in time after you’ve taken a picture to replace 
faces with the perfect moment. Use it to open eyes, replace a 
smile,	or	find	that	perfect	expression.	With	the	combination	of	
lightning fast burst shots and facial recognition, you can simply 
tap a face that’s looking the other way, and tap again to replace it 
with expressions taken moments before the actual shot. 

Motion Photo 
Motion	Photo	freezes	the	action	around	a	moving	subject	
to create a fun scene. Capture a friend dancing – then make 
everyone around him still as a statue. Simply shoot the footage, 
and then rub the area on the display where you want to keep the 
movement. The photo around it will freeze – it’s that easy. 

Smart Face Recognition 
With Smart Face Recognition technology, create brilliance with 
every snap. By knowing up to 20 of your friends and family, 
it	automatically	focuses	on	them	first,	making	sure	the	most	
important	subjects	are	always	in	crystal	clarity.

Lithium Ion Battery

Compatible with Standard SD Card

 
DIMENSIONS (WxHxD) & WEIGHT

Product Dimensions: 4.18 x 2.43 x 0.85 in. 
Product Weight: 0.41 lb.

Package Dimensions: 5.51 x 3.03 x 3.15 in. 
Package Weight: 0.73 lb.

 

COLOR / UPC / ORDER CODE

Color: White 
UPC: 887276009735 
Order Code: EC-WB250FBPWUS

Color: Gunmetal 
UPC: 887276010052 
Order Code: EC-WB250FBPAUS 

Color: Cobalt Black 
UPC: 887276009735 
Order Code: EC-WB250FBPBUS

Color: Red 
UPC: 887276009728 
Order Code: EC-WB250FBPRUS

 
WARRANTY

1-year parts and 1-year labor warranty (90-days parts and labor 
for commercial use) with in-home service, backed by Samsung 
toll-free support.

 
Appearance of products may vary. Some features may not be available in all areas. The guide 
is	provided	for	dealer	information	purposes	only.	All	information	included	herein	is	subject	to	
change without notice. Samsung is not responsible for any direct or indirect damages, arising 
from or related to use of or reliance on the content.

©2013 Samsung Electronics America, Inc. Samsung is a registered trademark of Samsung 
Electronics Corp., Ltd. All other product and brand names are trademarks or registered 
trademarks of their respective owners. Some devices may require Internet access. Apps may 
vary by product model.


